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A wintry February Friday in Kirkwall was an apt occasion for forty Field Club members and guests 
to gather for our first indoor meeting of the New Year. This was to hear an absorbing account by 
Penny Martin of two sailing trips she had made to a true “Land of Ice and Snow” at either end of 
2009’s summer: via Tromsø and Bear Island to Longyearbyen in Svalbard in the first days of June, 
and at the end of August from Longyearbyen through the Greenland Sea and Denmark Strait to East 
Greenland’s National Park. Guided throughout by her stunning photographs, we were able to enjoy 
the flora and fauna of these remote places and to understand a little of how it must be for those few 
thousand souls who do truly live on the edge of the habitable world.

The boat itself, Jonathan V, was once a round-the-world race yacht, now refitted for the Arctic, 
taking a dozen folk including three crew. Sail was used wherever possible but powerful engines 
were ever ready: in the constant daylight, ‘night’ sailing was easy but an ice watch was often 
essential, with one person either side and at times a third on the mast; given the faint prospect of 
rescue it was worth avoiding trouble!

So first to Bear Island: the nine folk at the Norwegian weather station inhabit it alone. Accessible 
beaches it does have, but sheer cliffs rise behind, so it is hardly a port of call for cruise liners. From 
the 17th Century until the island and its surrounding sea were declared a nature reserve in 2002, the 
British and others would come to hunt whale, seal and walrus (taking 200 on one occasion); and 
coal mining was carried on there as late as 1971. There are few plants, chiefly mosses and scurvy 
grass; birds are plentiful but not varied, dominant species including snow bunting, ptarmigan and 
Brünnich's Guillemot. Perhaps this modest flora and fauna accounts for the island’s role in scientific 
history as the place where early understanding developed of the complexities of the ‘food web’: 
Penny’s diagram got her audience thinking about polar bear dung and the arctic fox…! 

Svalbard’s largest island of Spitzbergen was next, approached via its south-west coast and the fiord 
of Hornsund, icebound for much of the year; Penny’s party enjoyed walking and breakfasting on 
the ice! Here too there is research, a Polish scientific station: this is a European biodiversity 
“flagship” site with many climate research programmes studying topics from glaciers to 
atmospheric electricity. The archipelago’s chief town, Longyearbyen, is the world’s most northerly 
town with a population over a thousand – indeed it boasts twice that. There’s a university and a 
global seed vault, and cruise liners call; but the abiding impression was of an ugly town, dominated 
by the mining of coal (which is provided free to locals!). The glaciers themselves seem stable, 
although the bog on which many houses are built is no longer the firmest of ground.

Polar bear prints were seen, though the party would not see the animals themselves before 
Greenland. We think of them as a distinct species but this has been so only for 20,000 years, and 
they interbreed with grizzlies. Remarkably insulated, they are almost invisible to infrared light as 
they lose so little heat: their characteristic, ambling stroll reflects this as they can so easily overheat.



And so to Greenland! Penny was this time the party’s cook, for ten for a month, with an absence of 
tourist facilities making provisioning interesting! Now icebergs appeared, often in numbers, a 
challenge to navigation but always a threat as in their slow melting they may suddenly roll, creating 
giant waves. The party ‘hopped’ between deep, narrow fiords, enjoying low winds, clear skies and 
surprising warmth: they would sail for a few hours, then hike on the tundra.

The Greenland National Park has an area four times that of the UK but a winter population hardly 
greater than that of Egilsay; indeed those that are there reflect the importance to Denmark of 
establishing its claim to territory. Almost half of the number are the Danish Army’s ‘Sirius Patrol’: 
6 pairs of men, each with 11 dogs and a sledge constructed of wood and twine (for ease of repair!) 
will be out for six weeks at a time in temperatures down to -55o and in winds reaching 125 knots. A 
network of trappers’ huts (with a fire laid, matches ready, Corn Flakes and Mars Bars provided!) 
sustain them; Christmas presents come in by parachute.

Here too there was once mining, this time for lead, the workings abandoned only in 1971. At best 
the ice allowed only six or eight weeks for supplies and ore to move in and out, which made it 
uneconomic. South of the Park there are modest towns providing accommodation for the vestiges of 
the Inuit’s hunter society, greatly restricted now by strict international approaches to conservation (a 
maximum of 20 polar bears a year, and they may not sell the furs…). Satellite TV and alcohol have 
become all too central.

Finally Penny took us to the tundra, an apparently treeless region with permafrost underfoot. 
Actually there are birch and willow forests, but at 3 inches tall ‘not as we know them’! The Musk 
Ox, 4 feet tall and a true Arctic land mammal, grazes the willow and the sedge, frequenting the 
ridges where the wind whips the snow from the plants. As with the polar bear, two coats keep the 
animal snug.

This extraordinary, remote environment poses very special challenges for plants: the cold, the short 
growing season, conditions which are at once desert and waterlogged – and the wind; to cope they 
will form buds in late summer and flower in the spring, are often dwarf plants with fleshy roots and 
dense hair, retain dead leaves for shelter, and may have cup-shaped, heliotropic flowers which draw 
insects to their warmth. Seeds set slowly and are shed in instalments to beat the weather.

We saw photos of many of the resulting, adapted species: the Svalbard Poppy, the various 
saxifrages, the tiny Snow Buttercup, Arctic Fireweed; amongst the shrubs the Arctic Willow, the 
world’s northernmost woody plant (3 inches tall, in one case 236 years old, and a food source for 
lemming and ptarmigan); and a series of lichen, some familiar on Orkney. 

The very length of this report gives an idea of how much there had been to interest Penny’s 
audience: the warmly applauded vote of thanks referred to her talk as “packed with information, 
vividly presented - and just brilliant!”


